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Abstract 
 

The Swedish recognition of Palestine was announced on 3 October 2014, but not without controversy. In 

the national parliamentary debates after, as well as the once that occurred before, the recognition there 

seems to be a divide between the ideas of Sweden’s role in international politics - One stand advocating an 

“activist role” and the other a “multilateral role”. Using what is known as role theory these roles and the 

conflict that is present between them will be analysed.                                   
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1 INTRODUCTION  

On 3 October 2014, the newly elected Swedish Prime Minister Stefan Löfven delivered an opening speech 

in the Swedish Riksdag, where he declared the intention of his government to recognize the state of 

Palestine. In his speech, Mr Löfven stated: 

“The conflict between Israel and Palestine can only be resolved through a two-state solution, 
negotiated in accordance with the principles of international law. It must guarantee the 
legitimate demands of both the Palestinians and the Israelis for national self-determination and 
security. A two state solution requires mutual recognition and a will to coexist peacefully. 
Therefore, Sweden will recognize the State of Palestine.”1 

A formal recognition followed on 30 October 2014. The decision reminded many about Sweden’s activist 

stand during the days of then Prime Minister Olof Palme.2 Did the recognition signify an intention by 

Sweden to go back to his positions? The decision was a subject of intense debate in the Swedish national 

parliament. From the arguments advocated in support and opposition of a Palestinian recognition, a 

“clash” on Sweden’s role in international politics transpired, i.e. whether or not the activist stand was the 

best to take for Sweden. 

In brief, the arguments in defence of the recognition were often that this would reinforce the image of 

Sweden as a strong, mediating voice in international politics, in the Palestinian peace process as well as 

elsewhere. Conversely, the arguments in opposition to the recognition claimed that such an action should 

be taken through consensus in the EU, and not by Sweden on its own, since the EU as a whole would 

stand a better chance of influencing the situation in Palestine.  

I believe that studying the conflict between these two stands in the specific case of the Palestinian 

recognition may help understand the views that Swedish politicians have of Sweden in international 

politics and the difference between these views. The analysis may also improve the understanding of the 

underlying mechanisms of a return to the activist role. Further, studying roles may help understand the 

general link between domestic and foreign policy processes and the mechanisms behind the shaping of 

state interests. 

                                                        
1 Statement of Government Policy presented by the Swedish Prime Minister, Mr Stefan Löfven, at the Swedish 
Riksdag on 3 October 2014 (official translation) 
2 C. Christensen. (2014, October 8). Sweden rebuffs the US on Palestine – Stockholm return to its progressive 
foreign policy roots. Al Jazeera America, Retrieved from www.america.aljazeera.com.  
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2 PROBLEM 

The Question of Palestine triggered a debate within the Swedish parliament. This debate expressed a 

fundamental disagreement between the conceptions of the Swedish role in international politics. One stand 

considered the role of Sweden to be independent and rather “activist” whereas the other stand considered 

the role of Sweden to be more of a EU member that acted/should act in accordance with international 

consensus. This conflict in the Swedish parliament however seems to have roots that stretches beyond the 

specific question of Palestine. How can we understand this conflict? In this essay what is known as role 

theory will be used to investigate this conflict further.  

3 PURPOSE OF ESSAY  

The move to recognize Palestine is particular since it seems to have expressed a change of course in 

Swedish foreign policy towards a more active stand. The reason why this case deserves further study is 

that it could teach us something more general about the mechanisms behind policymaking and the 

formulation of national interests. I also believe that the case of Palestinian recognition has not yet received 

the deserved attention in political science research, not only the case itself but also the theory used in this 

essay. It is therefore my hope this essay could demonstrate the theory’s potential. That being said, the 

present work cannot by its nature be exhaustive, and future research on the topic is to be welcomed.  

It should be added that the case of the recognition of Palestine is not a unique case of foreign policy 

debate. Inner tension in the Swedish domestic debate could as a matter of fact be found in many debates 

about major foreign policy decisions such as the ones surrounding Palme’s statement about the US 

involvement in Vietnam, 3 Sweden’s stand during the Second World War (“WW2”), as well as other more 

contemporary policy controversies such as the Saudi affair. However, I decided to use this case since it 

presents one of the most recent examples of domestic debates about “activist” foreign policy decisions.  

In this essay, I will investigate how conceptions about the international role of the state were expressed in 

our case – the national debates about Swedish recognition of Palestinian. In studying these role 

conceptions, I will use what is known as role theory, which provides us with the tools to explore these 

more conceptualized aspects of what was said in the debate.  

                                                        
3 U. Bjereld, (2007). Sverige i världen. Malmö: Gleerups Utbildning AB, pg. 74. 
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4 RESEARCH QUESTION 

The research question of this essay is as follows:  

“What conceptions of Sweden’s international role were expressed in the national debates on the 

recognition of Palestine?” 

I will in other words not answer the question of why Sweden recognized Palestine, but rather what were 

the conceptions of the International role of Sweden held by the Swedish politicians around/during the 

recognition.  

5 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND ON SWEDEN’S FOREIGN POLICY ROLES  

Previous research about the history of Swedish foreign policy can teach us something about how the 

concept about the Swedish role has changed over time. Interestingly, it may show whether any clashes 

similar to the apparent clash in the debate about Palestine have occurred before. Due to limited space I 

will here focus on the modern history of Swedish foreign policy, with my research question in mind I 

decided that the history after WW2 would be the most relevant. In short, what did the history of activist 

Swedish foreign policy look like after WW2? 

5.1 The Cold War – activist foreign policy 

According to political science professor Bjereld Sweden is a country with a long history of what is called 

a neutrality foreign policy. This policy aspires to be neutral in terms of freedom of alliances. The best 

known examples of Sweden’s neutrality were seen during WW1 and WW2, and it was after WW2 that the 

term Swedish neutrality became broadly recognized. During the Cold War the Swedish neutral and 

independent stand became quite tangible as the country served as a form of neutralizer between the East-

aligned Finland and the West-aligned Norway and Denmark. 4  

Mattsson, another political science professor, states in her book on the topic, that during the first half of 

the Cold War, Swedish foreign policy was dominated by the so-called Udén-line, which prescribed a 

lower profile in international politics as a way of avoiding clashes with any of the superpowers. 5 

However, at the beginning of the 60s, a shift in foreign policy occurred as this line was replaced by the so-

called Palme-line, which advocated a much more outspoken and active role for Sweden on the 

international arena. Bjereld, together with the professors Johansson, Molin published a book about the 

                                                        
4 Ibid. pg. 39-41. 
5 B. Mattsson, (2010). Neutralitetens tid – Svensk utrikespolitik från världssamvete till medgörlig lagspelare. 
Stockholm: Forum. Pg. 19-22. 
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Swedish neutrality where they argue that this line meant that Sweden started to openly criticize the foreign 

policies of other countries, putting “third-word” questions on the agenda, as well as starting to establish a 

profile as an international mediator. 6 One example of this was seen in 1959, when Sweden as the first 

western country expressed support of the Algerian independence from France. 7  

The activist foreign policy of Sweden is sometimes seen as a strategic move and that due to the need for 

Sweden to show its independence from American influence towards the Soviet Union. It could also have 

been an expression of political strategy by the Social Democratic party. The Palme-line silenced the 

criticism towards the country’s neutral stand as immoral and indifferent as well as it made the party seem 

continuously relevant to the Swedish people, even after it finished the previous project of constructing the 

welfare system. 8  

5.2 The EU membership  

After the Cold War the circumstances changed. Since Sweden no longer found itself close to any ongoing 

conflict the term neutrality was abandoned in favour of freedom of action. In the national debate, the 

liberals and the Moderate party were in favour of a Swedish membership in NATO while the rest of the 

parties, and a majority of the people, kept supporting the more neutral, independent profile. The big 

change happened in 1989 as the Cold War ended. The debate about a closer international cooperation, 

previously made impossible due to the complicated political environment between east and west, now 

became relevant for the first time. In 1995 Sweden seized this opportunity and joined the EU, a decision 

that fundamentally changed the frames of Swedish foreign policy. Sweden could no longer claim to be a 

fully independent actor in international politics as a certain degree of harmonization with the foreign 

policy of the other member states was expected, something that political science researcher Brommesson 

writes about in his work 9  

5.3 Now - return to activism? 

The EU membership changed the possibilities for Sweden to adopt an active foreign policy similar to its 

previous Palme-line, but can we see a return to this line today? Due to consensus culture in Swedish 

politics, many parties can sometimes seem confusingly close to each other in economic and strategic 

stands and advocacy for foreign policy matters can therefore serve as a “safe” way of showing where you 

                                                        
6 A. W. Johansson, K. Molin, U. Bjereld, (2008). Sveriges säkerhet och världens fred – Svensk utrikespolitik under 
kalla kriget. Stockholm: Saterus Förlag. Pg. 233-251. 
7 U. Bjereld (2007), pg. 42.  
8 A. W. Johansson, K. Molin, U. Bjereld, (2008), pg. 230-233. 
9 D. Brommesson, (2007). Från Hanoi till Bryssel – Moralsyn i deklarerad svensk utrikespolitik 1969-1996. 
Stockholm: Santerus Förlag. Pg. 157-159.  
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stand ideologically. 10 Since Sweden is not likely to be directly subjected to a foreign threat, this is more 

likely to be the case when an opinion within the party members (or possibly within certain groups of the 

voters) have previously expressed strong opinions in a certain topic, like the case of Palestine. To 

understand how the opinion within the party’s members changes over time one can look at what was being 

discussed during party-congresses. It is important to note, however, that this consensus culture concerns 

only the larger parties, and not the one at the edges of the left-right political spectrum, such as the Left 

party and the Liberals11, but also in recent years parties such as the Swedish Democrats.  

This brief overview of modern Swedish foreign policy history shows us that foreign policies have not 

been shaped in a vacuum but rather modelled by a broad spectrum of influences, national as well as 

international. The use of role theory can help us understand the mechanism behind these processes. It has 

also shown us that the conception about how Sweden should behave in international politics seems to 

centre around two opposing ideas – one of Sweden as an active and independent actor, as seen during the 

Palme-line, and the other of Sweden as a loyal ally to regional alliances, as seen at the joining of the EU. 

These two stands are of great relevance to our case, as we will see later on.  

6 THEORY 

6.1 A motivation to the choice of theory  

As I will explain further below, the debate on the Swedish recognition of Palestine may be seen a case of 

what is known as a role conflict. This role conflict emerges in the arguments used by politicians in the 

national parliamentary debates on the question about Palestinian recognition, and concerns the role of 

Sweden on the international arena. I believe that the case of Palestinian recognition is a clear example of a 

role conflict being made obvious in a national parliament, and this case study could therefore be helpful 

for a broader understanding of roles and the implications they have for the formulation of national interest.  

In our case we will study the role that Sweden as a state wants to/believe it plays on the international 

arena. This can help us identify the link between domestic and foreign policy. As mentioned above, the 

national debate about Palestinian recognition is a case of role conflict; On the one hand we have the 

centre-left coalition, mainly the Social Democrats, supporting the recognition, 12 and on the other the 

centre-right coalition, mainly the Moderate party and the liberals. 13 How can we understand this clash 

                                                        
10 U. Bjereld, (2007), pg. 67-69. 
11 Ibid. Pg. 73-80.  
12 The Social Democrats, Vår Politik: Israel och Palestina, Socialdemokraterna – framtidspartiet, retrieved from 
www.socialdemokraterna.se  
13 The Moderate Party, (2014, November 27) Hökmark: Fredskrav ett måste för erkännande av Palestina, Nya 
Moderaterna, retrieved from www.moderat.se  
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between the two stands? When studying the debate, one subject of disagreement seems to be ubiquitous – 

the one about the role that Sweden is expected/obliged to play on the international arena. Since different 

roles prescribe different actions by the state, disagreement denotes an expression of role conflict. 

Through looking at the national parliamentary debates, we can understand the internal process of reaching 

clarity in the international role that different political actors want Sweden to play. The question may arise 

as to why the present work does not study the international debates directly, rather than the national 

debates (where the international stand is present, but not directly, since this is a national parliament). 

However, in this context, it should be recalled that what is relevant in role theory is not what others 

actually think about us but what we think about what they think about us. 14 Role theory is therefore a 

well-suited tool in processing the material and understanding the underlying mechanisms. Alike foreign 

policy analysis (FPA), the strengths of role theory lie in its ability to move between individual, national 

and international levels of analysis, unlike the more traditional international relations theories (like for 

example liberalism that focus on the international level). Further, role theory allows us to study the 

domestic political process at the same time as the process of foreign policymaking since it is a 

constructivist theory that could be used within the broader field of FPA15. I therefore believe that using the 

theories provided through role theory can help us understand the link between domestic and foreign policy 

processes.  

6.2 Central concepts 

To summarize the concept of role theory, we can say that basically roles are constructed through 

interaction and it is through its context that the subject gets its meaning. 16 Before we move on to further 

implications of this theory it is useful to define some of the key concepts used in it: 

The first and foremost one is of course “role”: A role is the social position of an actor, in our case the 

Swedish state. Expectations on this role, how it is going to look like and what this role implies, are called 

“role expectation”. This expectation can be found in the actor itself (i.e. what one thinks of oneself), in 

which case it is called ego role conception, or it could be found among the others (what the outsiders 

think of this actor), in which case it is called alter role expectation. In this context it is important to 

remember that role conceptions are not independent from strategic interests. Essentially they tell us how 

we want others to perceive us, both in terms of what is beneficial and what is morally correct. Since our 
                                                        
14 E. Ringmar, (2016). Identity, Interest and Action, Explanation of Sweden’s Intervention in the Thirty Years War – 
Ch. 3 – A narrative theory of action, doi: 10:10.1017/CBO9780511557705.004. pg. 75-78. 
15 L. E. Wehner, C. G. Thies, (2014). Role Theory, Narratives, and Interpretations: The Domestic Contestation of 
Roles, International Studies Review, 0, doi: 10.1111/misr.12149. pg. 4-12. 
16 D. M. McCourt, (2012). The roles states play: a Meadian interactionist approach, Journal of International 
Relations and Development, 15, doi: 10.1057/jird.2011.26. pg. 372-375. 
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theory is based on a constructivist view of things, strategic interests and tactical thinking could never be 

fully objective since they represent what the actors believe is the best based on their perception that is 

shaped by their social environment. The ego conception and the alter expectation together make up the 

role.17 This role will give certain guidelines for what actions are appropriate, and this is known as role 

enactment. In other words, this occurs when an actor seeks to fulfil the obligations encapsulated in its 

role/s. It is important to stress however that role is one out of many things that could dictate the behaviour 

of an actor, 18 but nonetheless it is one factor that is interesting in our case. All of the three concepts 

mentioned above are important to take note of as they will be used continuously in the essay. The scheme 

below illustrates how these concepts are connected. 

 
Scheme 1 – How roles are constructed – The ego conception and the alter expectation make up a certain role, which in turn 
prescribes a certain appropriate (but not mandatory) action. 

6.2.1 Role conflict 

The role is a dynamic position and roles can change, coexist and clash. An actor can posses two or more 

roles at the same time, if these roles fails to coexist it make up what is known as a role conflict. A role 

conflict can result from different things and it could lead to; adaptation, a new modified role, or role 

change. Role conflict is likely to occur in relation to an external change, this could even be an effect as an 

earlier adaptation that gave rise to new questions to resolve. Role conflict is quite likely to stir domestic 

debate within a country, to understand the processes of role conflict it could be helpful to study domestic 

politics in states. This is something that Kaarbo and Cantir writes about in their important analysis of role 

                                                        
17 S. Harnisch, et. al., (2011). Role theory in international relations: approaches and analyses. New York: 
Routledge, pg. 7 – 14.  
18 J. G. March, J. P. Olsen, (2008). The logic of appropriateness, ARENA - Centre for European Studies. doi: 
10.1093/9780199548453.003, pg. 3 – 12 

Role	  
Alter	  role	  
expectation	  

Role	  
enactment	  

Ego	  role	  
conception	  
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conflict in Denmark over the countries actions in Afghanistan.19 

Role conflict is not necessarily an asymmetry between conception by others vis-à-vis performance by self 

(they think something about us and this is how we react to that) but could also be occurring internally. 

This is what is known as an “intra-role conflict”. In an intra-role conflict, shifting internal or external 

circumstances calls for new role concepts and in the vacuum that occurs, political leaders could enhance 

their own importance (but this does not necessarily have to be the case). In this shift two or more roles can 

be incompatible with each other and hence present a role conflict for political decision makers. In this case 

role perception is not about what others actually see us as, but how we perceive that they see us, a kind of 

meta-perspective. The role conflict could also include external actors, in that case it’s called a “Inter-role 

conflict”. This conflict is a discrepancy between ego and alter expectations.20  

6.2.2 Political elites 

One example of what this role change leads to is a reorientation of foreign policy. In role theory, decision 

makers on an individual level, so-called political elites, are given great importance (just like in classical 

FPA). Political agents that speak on behalf of the state construct the narratives. Since these individuals 

hold a privileged position in society, and in terms of politicians they have greater influence on political 

outcomes than other citizens, their position in these matters will be more relevant to our research question. 

It should be noted however that these arguments will actually only describe the politicians’ own 

narratives.21 Nevertheless, given our research question, these perceived images on the role of Sweden on 

the level of individual decision makers should be considered as best suited to generalize to Sweden as a 

whole.  

7 METHOD 

This is a theory-guided case study conducted through qualitative analysis. This means that the theory was 

used to guide some aspects of the method (like shown later) and that the content of our material will be 

analysed according to some aspects of its quality. The fact that it’s a case study is important to underline 

since this essay studies the case of Sweden’s recognition of Palestine exclusively. The results should 

therefore not be generalized directly to other cases. The ambition of this study should rather be seen as 

helping us to understand roles and their influence on national foreign policy on a broader scale.  

                                                        
19 J. Kaarbo, C. Cantir, (2013). Role conflict in recent wars: Danish and Dutch debates over Iraq and Afghanistan, 
Cooperation and Conflict, 48 (4), doi: 10.1177/0010836713482815, pg., 465-469 
20 S. Harnisch, et. al., (2011). pg. 252-261.  
21 L. E. Wehner, C. G. Thies, (2014). pg. 5-10. 
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7.1 Choice of material 

The material presented below was chosen since it shows the debates taking place in the national 

parliament, where political actors representing different views on the role of Sweden clash. Since I am 

interested in the conception about the role of Sweden that Swedish politicians expressed in connection 

with a potential recognition of Palestine, I have chosen some of the most important parliamentary debates 

on the topic. The material was selected as follows: I first identified some of the “key dates” when 

important decisions connected to the status of Palestine were/could have been made by Sweden. One 

example is 29 November 2012, when Palestine was accorded “non-member observer state” status by the 

UN General Assembly. Secondly, on the assumption that decisions on topics such as these should have 

been debated in the Swedish parliament either before or after the action was taken, I looked up these dates 

on the digital archives of the debates held in the parliament (available at riksdagen.se). Out of all the 

debates that occurred around these dates I then selected the ones relevant to my topic based on the 

headlines of the debates. In this context, it should be underlined that some important debates might have 

occurred outside of these dates and that these are therefore not represented in my essay. Nevertheless, 

taking due account of the scope and length limits for the present work, I consider the selected material 

sufficient to answer my research question.  

Since the debates partly revolve around the question of “return to activism”, the study should not be 

limited to debates in the national parliament but should extend also to debates within the party that was 

essentially behind this trend, i.e. the Social Democrats. Since internal policy making can sometimes be 

harder to trace (because of its lack of transparency), I took a different approach to obtain the relevant 

material. On the 18 November 2015, I called Mr Mårten Löfberg, the current deputy international 

secretary of the Social Democratic Party of Sweden, to get a further understanding of the internal decision 

process. Through Mr Löfberg’s answers, I found out that the trend within the party of supporting 

Palestinian statehood has been really long, but that the final internal decision on the matter was taken 

during the internal party congress in 2013. I therefore retrieved the transcripts from this congress and 

added them as a complement to the parliamentary debates. 

7.2 The debates presented 

Below is a chronological list of the interpellator debates in the Swedish Parliament,22 identified by their 

date and brief topic description. The list also includes (item 5.) the transcript from the Social Democrats’ 

congress as mentioned above: 

                                                        
22 Swedish Parliament, Debatter och beslut, Interpellationsdebatter, riksdagen.se  
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1. Interpellation 2011/12:1 – Ett fritt Palestina. (15-09-2011) The potential outlooks of a Palestinian 

UN membership after Abbas applied for full membership status in 2011, an application that was 

later stopped by the Security Council before it was subjected for a Swedish vote in the general 

assembly. 

2. Interpellation 2011/12:119 – Palestinas medlemskap i Unesco. (29-11-2011) The debate that 

followed after the Swedish decision by the then Swedish minister of education Jan Björklund, 

decided to vote against a Palestinian membership in the UNESCO. 

3. Interpellation 2012/13:49 – Svenskt erkännande av Palestina. (25-10-2012) The debate about 

the upcoming potential outlooks of a Palestinian non-member observer state status in the general 

assembly and the Swedish vote in this.  

4. Proposition 2012/13:53 – Världlandsavtal med Palestina. (06-03-2013) The debate about the 

signing of a host land contract between Sweden and Palestine that upgraded the status of the 

Palestinian mission in Stockholm to a status equal to the one of an embassy. 

5. The protocol of the 37th ordinary congress of the Social democratic party, during which the party 

decided that it would seek Palestinian state recognition next time they would be in a governmental 

position.23  

6. Interpellation 2014/15:87 – Erkännandet av Palestina (part 1). (04-11-2014) First debate on the 

Swedish recognition of Palestine, the day Palestine was officially recognized by Sweden.  

7. Interpellation 2014/15:87 – Erkännandet av Palestina (part 2). (20-11-2014) Second debate 

after the Swedish recognition of Palestine on the 3rd of October same year.  

7.3 Design/research strategy 

In the following, I will further specify what aspect or quality of the material I want to further investigate 

by constructing an assessment tool. I have decided to do this trough the construction of a simple coding 

schedule that measures this specific quality. I will use the method called qualitative content analysis to 

process my material. I chose qualitative content analysis since I believe its ability to systematically 

describe larger texts is crucial for me in order to make fruitful generalizations about the texts’ contents.24 

                                                        
23 The Social Democrats, Kongress Protokoll (2013), Sveriges Socialdemokratiska Arbetarpartis 37e ordinarie 
partikongress. 3 -7 April 2013. 
24 G. Bergström, K. Boréus, (2000). Textens mening och makt: metodbok i samhällsvetenskaplig textanalys. Lund: 
Studentlitteratur, pg. 44 – 50.  
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In our case, qualitative content analysis means distilling and categorizing the arguments used by the 

supporters, and opponents, in the debates concerning the topic of Palestinian recognition.  

The objects of analysis in our study will be the arguments that use role concept as a motive for their claim. 

These will be examined according to two opposite categories of the role prescribed to Sweden and three 

subcategories of different aspects of these roles. The primary categories will be based on two roles, found 

in previous research as well as in the material itself. The arguments in each category will then be 

compared to find and highlight the essential differences between them and finally to draw conclusions 

from their dynamic. The aim is to find out whether roles conflict and/or role clash could be a potential 

explanation for the clash that occurred in the discussion.  

The assessment tool was constructed after first becoming acquainted with the material, so as to better 

adapt it to the existing problems in the material. As a result of the analysis, two stands appeared: the 

activist one and the multilateral one, both explaining how Sweden sees itself. The two roles I have 

identified will magnify the dynamics in the debate and concretize the roles conflict in the debates, using 

them as categories will hopefully make the reader understand the underlying assumptions of these roles. 

The two categories used primarily are found partly in previous research and partly through inductive 

method in the material itself. I decided to call these “the multilateral role” and “the activist role”, and I 

will further elaborate on what they both represent below. 

7.3.1 The activist role 

The advocates of this role argue that Sweden should take a lead role in international politics in general and 

in the question about Palestinian statehood in particular since this is expected of us as a form of “global 

consciousness”. Not taking action would make the foreign policy of Sweden seem weak and would show 

that Sweden is dependent on other, stronger (mainly western) nations. This is in many ways similar to the 

stand Sweden had during the Palme-line. The reason why Sweden should act independently follows from 

two separate arguments, one external and one internal: The external reason is a legacy of the Cold War era 

and is essentially that Sweden should prove itself independent from other nations since that gives 

credibility to the neutral position of Sweden in the international arena. The internal argument is that acting 

in a more activist manner allows us to do what is morally right according to the national opinion.25 

7.3.2 The multilateral role 

The advocates of this role argue that Sweden should not take the lead, but rather act on a basis of 

                                                        
25See statement by ex. Margot Wallström at Interpellation 2014/15:87, Anf 25; Örebro arbetarkommun at: The Social 
Democrats, Kongress Protokoll (2013), Motion 38; Urban Ahlin at: Prop. 2012/2013:53, Anf 48. 
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consensus and cooperation. Sweden should not act as an independent country but rather through 

cooperation such as the EU, where the outlooks for positively affecting the conflict are larger. Going 

through the EU is not only the best strategic choice but it is also expected from us as a member state.26 

The EEAS (EU council for the common foreign policy) published a document called the Middle Eastern 

Peace Plan that according to this belief primarily has to be respected.27  

7.3.3 What the categories will look like 

 
Primary - 

Kind of role 

Secondary – Aspect 

of role 

Meaning of category 

Ego role conception  Sweden is a highly moral country that is active and respected 

in international politics and has a strong influence globally. 

Alter role expectation  Sweden has a form of “global consciousness”, Sweden is 

independent from other nations and it has a credible neutral 

position in the international arena. 

Activist (A) 

Role enactment  Sweden should take a lead role in international politics in 

general and in the question about Palestinian statehood in 

particular. 

Ego role conception  Sweden is a good EU member state, incorporated in the 

making of the foreign policy of the Union and a good and 

respected cooperation partner. 

Alter role expectation  Sweden is an EU member state that is crucial to policy 

making in the EU, a good and reliable ally that values 

international consensus. 

Multilateral (M) 

Role enactment  Sweden should act on a basis of consensus and cooperation, 

show that it is a good cooperation partner in general and a 

good EU member (that guides other member states) in 

particular. 

 

                                                        
26See statement by ex. Carl Bildt at: Interpellation 2011/12:1, Anf 47; Kerstin Lundgren at: Interpellation 2011/12:1, 
Anf 51; Carl Bildt at: Interpellation 2012/13:49, Anf 5. 
27 A. Persson, (2013). Defining, Securing and Building a Just Peace: The EU and the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. 
Lund: Lund University. pg. 175-204 
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7.3.4 Limitations with theory and material chosen  

One problem that exists with content analysis is that it focuses too much on “manifested content” rather 

than on “assumed content”. This means that this type of analysis does not take the context into enough 

consideration hence causing a problem of low viability. This puts the analysis at risk of not investigating 

what it intended to do since the variables lose their meaning when removed from their context. With this 

into consideration, it is important to investigate the underlying assumptions and see if there is a way of 

taking these into account when conceiving the study. To avoid these problems, it is important that the 

researcher have great knowledge about the context and pay attention to this throughout the study. On the 

other hand, it is important that the interpretations made by a knowledgeable researcher do not vary too 

much from the ones that a stranger to the topic would have made since this would threaten the reliability 

of the study.28 I have taken this into consideration in this study through getting inspiration from the theory 

when constructing my assessment tool. Despite the difficulties that can sometime occur when using 

content analysis, it remains an excellent tool in order to summarize larger scopes of material so that it can 

be used for further comparative studies. What the result will look like, however, remains largely 

dependant on the research question. 

Due to the fact that our research is limited to material: (i) found exclusively in debates taking place in the 

Swedish national parliament (with the exception of the Social Democrats’ congress); (ii) made by (certain) 

Swedish politicians; and, (iii) during a specific period of time, arguments about this issue will also be 

limited. Due to the prevalent lack of material the conclusion should not be claimed to be definite. It is also 

important to differentiate between what politicians say in public debates and the actual motives behind an 

action. These risks affect the grade of generalization in our result. Since the method has the limitations 

outlined above and the material is limited to a specific kind of debates, it will be hard to generalize the 

result of this study to other cases. Once again, this is a case study and similarly to many other case studies 

the result will not be general for all similar cases but it will rather allow us to draw conclusions about 

some of the underlying factors of such cases. In this study my hope is that from the result we may reach a 

better understanding of a nation’s conceptions of its role in international politics and the conflict that 

sometimes occurs within them. This is a result that is relevant for future studies about the role of Sweden 

in international politics, not because of what my result will be (since this will be greatly affected by my 

research question) but because of what the results can teach us about national role conception on a general 

level.  

                                                        
28 G. Bergström, K. Boréus, (2000). pg. 70 - 87. 
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8 ANALYSIS 

The material was analysed and categorized in accordance to our previously described assessment tool. The 

study of the material revealed that no considerable change in positions seems to have occurred over time. 

One notable shift seems to have occurred within the Social Democratic party after the 37th congress in 

2013,29 although this did not concern the conceptions of the role of Sweden, but rather the branding of the 

foreign policy. Since a relative consistency over time can be confirmed, the study may serve as an extract 

of the relatively constant opinions and beliefs that seem to have been current during the analysed time 

period, i.e. 2011-2015. By using argument/s classified under each category I will now proceed to compare 

the material to our theoretical framework through our assessment tool. Unless otherwise indicated, the 

quotes presented below are my translation into English of the Swedish original.  

8.1 The activist role 

8.1.1 Activist ego conception  

In the debate concerning the signing of a host country agreement with Palestine, Urban Ahlin (The Social 

Democrats) stated as follows: 

“Now the world has changed and this is the reason why we social democrats have changed our 
position. It is therefore I am saying that we must recognize the state Palestine before it is too 
late!” 30  

This argument, despite what one might think judging from the daring rhetoric, is taken from a debate 

which took place prior to the 37th Social Democratic congress. In other words, Ahlin expressed a Social 

Democratic will to recognize Palestine before the decision to do so was formally made by the party 

congress. However, it should be observed that this statement was made in the parliament at a time when 

the Social Democrats were not in government and it did therefore merely express a will, not an actual 

plan. In this argument, Ahlin is expressing that the world has changed (he previously referred to the 

accelerated construction of settlements, so he might have been referring to the situation on the ground) and 

that this change might mean that it will soon be too late to do something about the situation. Therefore 

Sweden should react to this by recognizing Palestine. In other words, Ahlin is claiming that due to 

external changes Sweden must act more actively than what it did before, considering the role Sweden 

has.31  

                                                        
29 The Social Democrats, Kongress Protokoll (2013) 
30Urban Ahlin (06-03-2013), Proposition 2012/2013:53, Anf 48 
31See similar statement by Peter Rådberg (15-09-2011) at: Interpellation 2011/12:1, Anf 37 
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During the 37th Social Democratic Congress, the Örebro and Avesta municipal sections of the Social 

Democratic Party (“arbetarkommun”) stated as follows (motions 28 and 30 respectively): 

“Sweden and the Swedish working-class movement have a long and successful tradition of 
mediation in international conflicts” 32  

“Swedish Social Democrats once made a valuable contribution in South Africa. Now it is time to 
do the same in the Middle East!”33 

From the statements made by the two municipalities during the 37th congress a lot may be deducted about 

the conception of Sweden and its role in international politics within the Social Democratic Party at the 

time of their internal decision to push for a Palestinian recognition. The municipalities are saying that 

Sweden has a history of acting as an international mediator (implying not acting silently within 

international cooperation), a role which was quite successful as seen in the South African case. Due to the 

fact that it is in the Swedish history, and that it has been successful before, Sweden should keep to this 

track and “do the same in the Middle East”. Except for the South African example, we cannot know what 

historical actions specifically this refers to, but it is not unlikely that it refers to the decisions taken during 

the leadership of former Social Democratic Prime Minister Olof Palme. If that were the case then a “return 

to activism” idea could have been the motive behind the argument. It is important to note that the Social 

Democratic Party seems to have expressed a great belief in the importance of Sweden internationally and 

hence in the great potentials a Swedish recognition of Palestine would have.34  

The advocates of the activist role seem to perceive Sweden as strong, morally acting and having a good 

and clear vision of what is to be done.35 It also seems to be the case that members of the Social Democrats 

more frequently use these arguments, something that is further underlined after reading and analysing the 

transcripts from the social democrats 37th congress.36 This might not be that surprising however since it 

was the Social Democrats who were among the strongest advocates of Palestinian recognition historically 

as well as the ones who eventually took the decision to recognize Palestine.37 It should be further noted 

that the Social Democrats were the party in charge during the years of the Palme-line.38 So maybe this 

means that the recent foreign policy trend seems a bit like a return to this line. The ego role conception of 

this role does not seem to have changed considerably during the time span investigated in this study, since 

                                                        
32The Social Democrats, Kongress Protokoll (2013), Motion 28. 
33The Social Democrats, Kongress Protokoll (2013), Motion 30. 
34See similar statement by Urban Ahlin (25-10-2012) at: Interpellation 2012/13:49, Anf 2. 
35See similar statement by Bodil Ceballos (25-10-2012) at: Interpellation 2012/13:49, Anf 3 
36 The Social Democrats, Kongress Protokoll (2013), Motion 27-30. 
37 The statement or Government, (2013, November 4), Stockholm: The Swedish Government 
38 U. Bjereld, (2007). pg. 41-44. 
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the arguments classified as activist ego conceptions occur even in the debate from 2011.39  

8.1.2 Activist alter expectation  

In the debate about a potential Palestinian membership in the UN and how Sweden should vote in case of 

a vote in the General Assembly, Peter Rådberg (Green Party) stated as follows: 

“If our military support to the rebels in Libya is to become a path in a reliable policy towards a 
global legal system, the government and the foreign minister must show with their actions that 
we stand for justice also when it comes to Israel”40  

In this argument about the potential vote of Sweden in the General Assembly (a vote that later never 

occurred due to the threat of the use of veto by the USA) 41 we see that Rådberg expresses a will to 

maintain the present image held by Sweden internationally, namely that it has a reliable and trustworthy 

foreign policy (this since the military support to Libya would otherwise not have seemed as such in the 

first place.) If others see Sweden as a country that already operates in reliable ways that would be aligned 

with a rather activist action, it means that others to some extent must perceive it as a country with a rather 

“activist” role. The activist role that Sweden has is something that according to Rådberg makes it 

appropriate to stick to this path and go ahead with recognition (or at least a vote that could facilitate it).42 

During the first parliamentary debate after the recognition was announced, Foreign Ministry Margot 

Wallström (Social Democrats) stated as follows: 

“Within the EU, Sweden is among the member States that are pushing for a foreign policy that 
actively supports the peace process. The voice of Sweden is well respected, and the recognition 
of Palestine has given further weight that voice.”43  

In the opening statement, Wallström starts the debate with this statement that highlights the image of 

Sweden internationally. Wallström is claiming that Sweden is seen as a EU member that is pushing for 

change, that its voice is respected and strong and that after this recognition the voice of Sweden 

internationally will be even further respected. Arguably, this indicates that one of the motives behind 

recognition was to strengthen the position of Sweden as an activist actor even further.44  

As demonstrated, the arguments expressing the alter role expectation of the activist role also play a central 

                                                        
39See similar statement by Peter Rådberg (15-09-2011) at: Interpellation 2011/12:1, Anf 50. 
40Peter Rådberg (15-09-2011), Interpellation 2011/12:1, Anf 37 
41 Palestine at the UN, (11 November 2011). Report of the Committee on the Admission of New Members 
(S/2011/705), retrieved at www.palestineun.org   
42See similar statements by Urban Ahlin (06-03-2013) at: Proposition 2012/13:53 
43Margot Wallström (04-11-2014), Interpellation 2014/15:87, Anf 25 
44See similar statement by Pernilla Stålhammar (20-11-2014) at: Interpellation 2014/15:87, Anf 15. 
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role for the construction of the role. The connection to the ego conception mentioned above is that Sweden 

is moral simply because others see it as such. The ego conception and the alter expectation construct an 

activist role that prescribes certain appropriate actions. This role enactment is sometimes quite visible in 

the debates, where arguments classified as activist alter expectation and activist role enactment many 

times merge into each other. The actors using this argument believe that the Swedish voice is not only 

considered highly moral, as a consequence of the freedom of alliances, but also well respected and with 

capacity to influence.45 Considering that our objects of research are Swedish politicians this might not be 

very surprising since they make themselves more important through stressing the prominent role of 

Sweden internationally. Not very surprisingly this argument was used frequently in connection with the 

official recognition,46 and we may assume that the alter role expectation had a clear influence on the 

decision for that reason.  

8.1.3 Activist enactment  

In a debate on the issue of potential labelling of products from Israeli settlements on occupied Palestinian 

land following the recent Palestinian status upgrade in the UN, Peter Hultqvist (Social Democrats) stated 

as follows: 

“If we want to make way for a two-state solution, our yes [meaning a vote for a Palestinian 
recognition] must eventually withstand before the United Nations. Anything less would be an 
incredible disappointment” 47  

Considering the activist role (a result of the ego conception and the alter expectation) Hultqvist is claiming 

that Sweden has to act since acting shows the world that it is serious about its support for peace. Not 

acting would hence be a disappointment (he is not mentioning if it would be such for the internal or the 

external audience). In other words, we can see that his statement is basically an affect of the role he 

believes that Sweden is playing internationally, acting is simply the only appropriate behaviour if Sweden 

does not want to disappoint.48  

In the debate concerning the signing of a host country agreement with Palestine, Urban Ahlin (Social 

Democrats) stated as follows: 

                                                        
45See similar statement by Desiree Pethrus at: Proposition 2012/13:53, Anf 50 
46See similar statement by Margot Wallström (06-03-2013) at: Interpellation 2014/15:87, Anf 25 
47Peter Hultqvist (25-10-2012) Interpellation 2012/13:49, Anf 4 
48See similar statement by Hans Linde (06-03-2013) at: Proposition 2012/13:53, Anf 23 
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“We on the [centre-left coalition] side see what the rest of the world sees […] Therefore, we 
must react. A way to go about for Sweden is to recognize the Palestinian state, as that way 
makes it clear for Israel that it is dealing with another country’s territory”49  

In this argument Ahlin claims that Sweden considers this (not mentioned what, but might once again be 

the construction of settlements) to be the current state of things and so does the world. Due to this Sweden 

must act, showing Israel that this is not ok (through recognizing Palestine.) This argument is once again a 

proof of what was previously stated in both activist ego conception and activist alter expectation, leading 

up to the appropriate action of Sweden in accordance with its activist role.  

At the 37th Congress of the Social Democrats, Örebro arbetarkommun (the municipal unit of the Social 

Democratic Party) stated as follows:  

“This presents us with a task that clearly puts international solidarity into actual action. Our 
neutrality policy, democratic tradition and good international image allow us to act globally. 
When it comes to the conflict in the Middle East, between Israelis and Palestinians, we should 
dedicate our efforts to help the parties. […] Sweden and the Social Democratic Party have a 
historical opportunity to make a lasting contribution for the people of the Middle East by acting 
actively!”50  

Örebro arbetarkommun is here stating that Sweden is globally recognized as a neutral, democratic and 

diplomatically skilled country meaning that Sweden has uniquely good possibilities to influence, which on 

the other hand requires it to act as a responsible international actor with solidarity. We can in other words 

almost say that acting in an active manner in the case of Palestine is not just appropriate it is Sweden’s 

moral responsibility as a country with such uniquely good tools at its hands.51  

As an effect of being both highly moral and sure of its motives and at the same time being a respected 

voice with potential to influence globally, the appropriate action is to strongly push for a peaceful 

settlement in the Israeli-Palestine conflict. Something could be done through a broad spectrum of actions, 

as seen in the debates, both with the aim of influencing the voice of the EU52 and putting pressure on 

Israel by recognizing Palestine or labelling settlement products.53 Independently of what exactly should be 

done, the fact that Sweden finds itself in such a fortunate position makes the only appropriate approach to 

act actively. Not doing so would not only be in contradiction with what others think of Sweden (alter 

expectation) but also with the image Sweden has about itself (ego conception). The scheme below 

illustrates how the categories discussed above are connected:  

                                                        
49Urban Ahlin (06-03-2013), Proposition 2012/13:53, Anf 43 
50The Social Democrats, Kongress Protokoll (2013), Motion 38. 
51See similar statement by Urban Ahlin (06-03-2013) at: Proposition 2012/13:53, Anf 43 
52See statement by Urban Ahlin at (29-11-2011) Interpellation 2011/12:119, Interpellationsfråga  
53See statement by Urban Ahlin at (29-11-2011) Interpellation 2011/12:119, Interpellationsfråga 
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Scheme 2 – Relation between the components of the activist role - activist ego perception and activist alter expectation together 
make up the activist role, which in turn indicates the appropriate action, acting as an activist. 

8.2 The multilateral role 

8.2.1 Multilateral ego conception   

The parts of the arguments expressing the ego role conception of the multilateral role are fewer in number 

than the ones expressing this for the activist role, something that is quite natural considering that the 

subject of the debates was Sweden’s activist role. It could also be because the multilateral concept has 

been more or less dominant ever since the Swedish EU membership in 1995, as mentioned in the section 

on previous research above. 

In the debate about a potential Palestinian membership in the UN and how Sweden should vote in case of 

a vote in the General Assembly, then foreign minister Carl Bildt (the Moderate Party) stated as follows: 

“Sweden has been a driving force within the European Union for the position we have reached. 
According to me, that position is very good and powerful. […] I also would not want [us to be 
passive in the EU]. I want us to be a driving force within the EU.”54 

From the quote above, we see that Bildt’s conception of Sweden’s role is not quite as independent from 

the EU as the role expressed in the activist stand. From his argument we can tell that the Swedish 

influence is to be counted on, just like in the activist stand, but the reason for this is that Sweden is 

influential within the EU. This implies that without the EU, the influence of Sweden would not be as 

tangible.55 

In a debate on the issue of potential labelling of products from Israeli settlements on occupied Palestinian 
                                                        
54Carl Bildt (15-09-2011) Interpellation 2011/12:1, Anf 47 
55See similar statement by Carl Bildt (25-10-2012) at: Interpellation 2012/13:49, Anf 9 
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land following the recent Palestinian status upgrade in the UN, Bildt stated as follows: 

“[The Palestinian prime minister, Salam Fayyad,] seizes almost every opportunity to praise the 
important role that Sweden has played for the EU’s stand.  And the EU’s stand actually matters 
in this conflict.”56 

This statement expressed by Bildt in a later debate follows a similar pattern as the example above. Bildt 

states that the voice of Sweden is strong and affects the stand of the EU, a stand that has an actual 

influence in this conflict. Judging by the latter statement, it could be assume that the stand of EU matters 

more relative to other forms of stands (such as an initial stand by Sweden), and is therefore preferable.57  

When studying these arguments we find an image of Sweden as a country that is not just included in many 

important and potent international cooperations, but also that plays an important role in these.58 Sweden 

does no longer seem like a country that is geographically isolated but rather in the centre of the European 

project. For the same reason as in the ego conception of the activist role, this could be affected by the fact 

that Swedish politicians express these arguments. Then why do the actors claim that Sweden should 

cooperate internationally in cases like the one above? The reasons could be interpreted as claiming that 

cooperation is most efficient since Sweden could not achieve its political goals as well – if not altogether – 

through independent action.59 This could therefore be seen as an ego conception with a weaker Swedish 

influence, not only because ideological reasons prefer international cooperation. 

8.2.2 Multilateral alter expectation   

In the debate about a potential Palestinian membership in the UN and how Sweden should vote in case of 

a vote in the General Assembly, Carl Bildt stated as follows: 

“I believe that those who travel to Tel Aviv and Ramallah and listen to their opinion of the 
diplomatic work will see that their clear judgment is that Sweden has been central to the current 
stand of the EU.”60 

In connection with what was expressed in the multilateral ego conception arguments, Bildt believes that 

this active and important role that Sweden plays in the EU is not only something Sweden itself 

experiences but it is visible to others. Since they (in this case the negotiating parties) see its role as so 

important, this also creates an expectation that Sweden take its responsibility.61  

                                                        
56Carl Bildt (25-10-2012) Interpellation 2012/13:49, Anf 5 
57See similar statement by Karin Enström (04-11-2014) at: Interpellation 2014/15:87, Anf 28 
58See similar statement by Carl Bildt (15-09-2011) at: Interpellation 2011/12:1, Anf 47 
59See similar statement by Karin Enström (04-11-2014) at: Interpellation 2014/15:87, Anf 28 
60Carl Bildt (15-09-2011) Interpellation 2011/12:1, Anf 47 
61See similar statement by Kerstin Lundgren (06-03-2012) at: Proposition 2012/13:53, Anf 45 
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In the debate about a potential Palestinian membership in the UN and how Sweden should vote in case of 

a vote in the General Assembly, Kerstin Lundgren (Green Party) stated as follows: 

“[…] a unite EU that can act to achieve results is desirable, not least in the region we are now 
talking about [the Middle East]. […] As previously mentioned, Sweden, under the lead of the 
foreign minister, has laid good foundations for that work within the EU.”62 

In this argument, Kerstin Lundgren from the Green Party makes a statement that may be classified as 

multilateral despite what one might expect from the Green Party, who usually seem to believe in a 

considerably more activist role and who have been a pushing force for the Palestinian recognition for long. 

This is the case since she advocates a joint EU action, which is what could actually achieve results. She 

mentions that even in the Middle East this is the case and they see Sweden (EU members) as a possibility 

to achieve change and help them in the quest for peace and stability. Due to this Sweden should maintain 

the unified line that the EU has at the moment (implied here).63 

When mentioning international projects, the impressions from the parts of cooperation are of course of 

concern, this is where alter role expectation of the multilateral role enters the picture. Just like in the 

activist role, there is a strong connection between ego and alter role expectation. The expectations of the 

other EU members are mentioned as a reason not to act, since they would thereby be disappointed by their 

partner. Nonetheless, the role of Sweden in this cooperation is just like in the activist role respected and 

important. The EU members have a vision of Sweden as a reliable country with a firm interest in the 

Middle East peace process, a vision that should not be allowed to get under question because of hasty 

irrational actions.64 On the other hand, if one sees the will to cooperate as a result of perceived 

weakness/dependency, then this could also be a strategic consideration. If the ego conception sees 

Sweden’s influence on an individual level as limited, this implies that others could realize this as well, and 

hence seeing Sweden as a lesser and weaker part, which could be another good reason for the role 

enactment described above.  

8.2.3 Multilateral enactment  

In a debate on the issue of potential labelling of products from Israeli settlements on occupied Palestinian 

land following the recent Palestinian status upgrade in the UN, Carl Bildt (the Moderate Party) stated as 

follows: 

                                                        
62Kerstin Lundgren (15-09-2011), Interpellation 2011/12:1, Anf 51 
63See similar statement by Carl Bildt (25-10-2012) at: Interpellation 2012/13:49, Anf 5 
64See similar statement by Hans Wallmark (20-11-2014) at: Interpellation 2014/15:87, Anf 12 
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“The EU might not always be as efficient as we would like it to, but it remains one of the best 
tools, and the Palestinians would probably consider it as the most reliable tool. Another 
important tool is the one of dialogue with others […] not least the United States. It is important 
that we have a long-term foreign policy and in close cooperation with those who might have an 
influence over the development.”65 

Finally, we have an argument from Carl Bildt outlining a role enactment of the multilateral role in a clear 

way. Bildt is stating that the EU should be considered Sweden’s best tool of influence together with 

diplomatic ties with other states, such as the US. By acting through the EU Sweden can maintain this tie 

with the US. The last statement could bee seen as implying that if Sweden decides to act on this (in this 

case he is probably talking about labelling of products however and not about recognition) then this could 

make Sweden’s relationship with other countries such as the US worse. Something that should be 

considered as bad, possibly for security concerns, but we cannot judge from the text since this is only 

implied indirectly.66 It should be added that the fact that Carl Bildt is frequently cited in this analysis does 

not mean that he is the sole advocate of the multilateral role, but simply that his rhetoric punctually 

highlights the role at issue. 

The respect that Sweden gets from other member states in the EU makes it appropriate to act in a certain 

manner that involves international as well as national consensus and partly also to keep a lower profile.67 

This could be seen as a result from the idea that Sweden is/is perceived as either an attractive cooperation 

partner that is expected to act in accordance with agreed foreign policy frames or as a weaker, smaller 

cooperation partner that does not necessarily need to be a part of important international cooperation’s.68 

Should Sweden misbehave by acting outside of the agreed foreign policy frames, it could thus be 

excluded. Not acting in the prescribed way puts Sweden’s valuable alliances abroad at risks and makes it 

look like a poor cooperation partner, even on a level that stretches beyond the EU. In other words, the 

motives for why cooperation is perceived as the appropriate tool for foreign policy action could primarily 

be that Sweden is such a respected partner and should live up to these expectations. Through these 

cooperation’s Sweden would also have a greater chance at achieving a peaceful settlement. However, 

international cooperation could also be desirable since other members of such cooperation’s perceives 

Sweden as a small country and a relatively weak partner, acting outside of these cooperation’s might 

therefore even be bad for Swedish national security. The scheme below illustrates how the categories 

discussed above are connected: 

                                                        
65Carl Bildt (25-10-2012), Interpellation 2012/13:49, Anf 5 
66See similar statement by Hans Wallmark (20-11-2014) at: Interpellation 2014/15:87, Anf 12 
67See statement by Carl Bildt (25-10-2012) at: Interpellation 2012/13:49, Anf 1 
68See similar statement by Hans Linde (29-11-2011) at: Interpellation 2011/12:119, Anf 2 
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Scheme 3 – Relation between the components of the multilateral role - Multilateral ego perception and multilateral alter 
expectation together make up the multilateral role, which in turn indicates the appropriate action, acting together with others. 

8.3 Role conflict between the two arguments 

The conflict between the two roles activist/multilateral is expressed in the debate when the actors are 

criticising each other’s view on the role of Sweden. Since our material consists of political debates this is 

something that is frequently occurring. I believe that it is in these arguments that the role clash becomes 

really visible.  

8.3.1 Credibility of foreign policy internationally  

After studying the material, it seems that the conflict evolved around a key issue – the international 

credibility of Swedish foreign policy. Despite the fact that the two roles seem to have completely different 

ideas of how Swedish foreign policy should best be carried out in order to appear as credible, international 

credibility is an argument that was used by advocates of both roles in their critique against each other, as 

can be seen in the examples below. 

In the debate following the UNESCO membership vote for Palestine, where Sweden decided to vote 

against, Hans Linde (the Left Party) stated as follows: 

“The Swedish decision to vote against a Palestinian membership in UNESCO, joining the most 
radical Israel-friends in EU within the UN system, entailed a clear shift in Swedish Middle-East 
policy. Sweden has traditionally voted in favour of clear resolutions which have given support to 
a two-state solution. This has raised many questions both here in Sweden and around the world 
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[…] Among EU member states, 22 decided to vote yes to a Palestinian membership or 
abstained.”69 

At the same occasion, Jan Björklund (the Liberal Party) stated as follows:  

“The ones supporting this [Palestinian membership in UNESCO alike other UN organs such as 
the General Assembly] in the United Nations want a two-state solution without a peace 
agreement. This would go against the Swedish stand as expressed under different governments 
for a long time”70 

The two arguments cited above criticise each other’s position claiming that it would mean that Sweden is 

not staying loyal to its general stand. However, that such arguments occur in the debates is not too 

surprising, since we can assume that not acting consistently is something that would harm the international 

image of Sweden, which makes this a powerful argument. We can see that what is assumed to make 

Sweden appear inconsistent varies between the two roles. Hans Linde, representing the activist stand 

(since he advocates that a more active vote by Sweden would had supported a two-state solution) claims 

that what primarily threatens the credibility of Swedish foreign policy is not acting in accordance with its 

previous stand were Sweden was seen as supporting active initiatives. On the other hand, Jan Björklund, 

representing the multilateral stand (since he advocates that Sweden should not act in favour of a 

Palestinian recognition if there is no the peace agreement, in other words a broad international consensus 

about the conditions for such a recognition), puts previous Swedish efforts to initiate the peace 

negotiations in the first place.  

8.3.2 To be a good cooperation partner 

Other arguments highlighted different aspects of the conflict about the credibility of Swedish foreign 

policy – namely whether Sweden should be considered a good cooperation partner. This is visible in the 

examples below: 

In the debate a potential Palestinian membership in the UN and how Sweden should vote in case of a vote 

in the General Assembly, Hans Wallmark (the Moderate Party) stated as follows: 

“We get a completely wrong representation. [The outcome of the UNESCO vote] makes us look 
like a no-saying, blocking country in [the peace] process. Instead, we must be a country that 
works for peace and reconciliation.”71 

In the first parliamentary debate after the recognition was made public, Peter Hultqvist (Social Democrats) 

stated as follows: 

                                                        
69Hans Linde (29-11-2011), Interpellation 2011/12:119, Anf 2 
70Jan Björklund (15-09-2011), Interpellation 2011/12:1, Anf 7 
71Hans Wallmark (25-10-2012), Interpellation 2012/13:49, Anf 4 
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“In those cases [the recognition of previous Soviet Republics] our recognition was connected 
also to the fact that others could grant recognition. This cannot be done today [in the case of 
Palestine]. Sweden cannot take a leading role since we have recognized [Palestine] now. In other 
words we can no longer say: If we recognize [Palestine] together with you then we can take this 
step.”72  

The first argument, of Wallmark, representing the multilateral role expresses his concern that the 

“premature” decision to recognize Palestine by Sweden will make it seem like a bad EU member since it 

can no longer take that step together with other member states, assuming that Swedish actions will have 

similar outcomes as they have had historically, Sweden cannot use the tool of cooperation that it 

previously had. The second argument is an activist one by Hultqvist is stating that the vote in the 

UNESCO-case made Sweden seem like a blocking and no-saying country that did not dare to continue on 

the path towards a full Palestinian recognition, something that looks bad since that was how Sweden 

previously portrayed itself.  

8.3.3 Having an independent stand  

One of the strongest arguments in the activist role is that being bad negotiation partners is still better that 

having no clear independent opinion when it comes to the reliability of the Swedish foreign policy, as 

highlighted by the statement below. 

In the debate a potential Palestinian membership in the UN and how Sweden should vote in case of a vote 

in the General Assembly, Bodil Ceballos (the Green Party) stated as follows: 

“Towards others we don’t seem to have an opinion of our own, we always have to agree on the 
lowest level possible with other EU states. I think it its time that Sweden speaks out. People 
outside our borders who are used to Sweden having a clear stand in foreign policy miss us on 
this issue.”73 

Ceballos is here arguing for that if Sweden does not act in accordance with its activist role this would let 

people outside of its borders down, something that might truly be bad for the image of Sweden 

internationally as well as for the reliability of Swedish foreign policy.74  

                                                        
72Peter Hultqvist (04-11-2014), Interpellation 2014/15:87, Anf 27 
73Bodil Ceballos (25-10-2012), Interpellation 2012/13:49, Anf 3 
74See similar statements by Peter Hultqvist (15-09-2011) at: Interpellation 2011/12:1, Anf 49 
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After studying these examples on the role conflict the result can be illustrated as follows: 

 
Scheme 4 – the conflict between the two roles – both activist and multilateral critique evolving around the opposite stand 
harming the reliability of Swedish foreign policy internationally. 

 

9 RESULT AND CONCLUSION  

In the debates two stands seems to have appeared in terms of how the Swedish politicians saw the role of 

Sweden internationally. These roles each had a clear ego conception and alter expectation and this 

affected the prescription for role enactment. One role was the activist role, this role means that Sweden as 

a country is a strong and independent actor in international politics. In turn, due to its unique and strong 

position internationally Sweden does not only have a moral obligation to act in an activist fashion but it is 

also expected to act like this by others. If Sweden takes a lead in Europe and recognizes Palestine this will 

most likely affect other countries (since it is so strong) as well as it would further strengthen the image of 

Sweden globally. The activist role has a past that stretches back far in history and can be connected to the 

political line prevalent during the leadership of Social Democratic Prime Minister Olof Palme. It should 

be mentioned that the ideological profile of the Social Democrats as a socialist party that many times puts 

great stress on international solidarity could be another factor that contributes to their trend of a more 

“activist” foreign policy. Consequently, we should probably consider the decision to recognize Palestine 

as one of the earlier manifestations of a return to this previously existing policy.  

The second role present in the debates was the multilateral role, which focuses more on international 

consensus and sees cooperation as the best tool for reaching international policy goals. This could be the 

case since Sweden is either seen as too weak on its own, or as such an attractive partner of cooperation. 

According to this role the voice of Sweden in the EU is well respected and through its influence there it 

could therefore achieve real change on the ground, a belief shared by not only Europeans but also people 

Activist	  Role	  critique:	  
If	  Sweden	  does	  not	  act	  this	  

affects	  the	  reliability	  of	  Swedish	  
foreign	  policy	  negatively.	  

Multilateral	  role	  critque:	  
If	  Sweden	  does	  act	  this	  is	  seen	  
as	  a	  lack	  of	  will	  to	  cooperate	  
which	  affects	  the	  reliability	  of	  

Swedish	  foreign	  policy	  
negatively	  
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of the Middle East. Apart from the EU, Sweden should also work on all of its diplomatic connections such 

as the relationship with the US. The multilateral role also has a long trend but the focus on EU started after 

the Swedish membership in 1995. Its domination in foreign policy could however be seen as threatened by 

actions such as the recognition in 2013.  

Clashes of this magnitude on foreign policy issues in the national debates in Sweden are as previously 

mentioned, rather unusual. One reason behind this could be the need of Sweden to express national unity 

towards foreign nations due to strategic security concerns. For similar reasons it could also be seen as a 

tactical move by the political parties, as none of them wants to appear like a bad candidate for a potential 

governmental coalition, and the national parliament has restricted input on the foreign policy. Despite this, 

political parties could debate foreign policy in national circumstances for a number of reasons: One is if 

foreign policy stands clash with ideological stands of national political parties. If that is the case, having 

strong opinions on foreign policy concerns can be a way of expressing ideological colour towards the 

voters. As previously mentioned, the liberals and the Moderate party have long been in favour of a closer 

military cooperation with other western states. This since they saw the neutral stand as a betrayal of the 

Swedish Western identity, whereas the Social Democrats rather saw the neutral profile as an expression of 

the independent profile of Sweden towards the West.  

The conflict between these two roles is highlighted many times in the debates and seems to centre on the 

issue of what action would be best for the international credibility of Swedish foreign policy. The 

multilateralists believe that this should be done by showing that Sweden is a good cooperation partner for 

e.g. the EU, whereas the activists emphasize the importance of showing an independent position 

internationally.  

Why then should one care so much about the credibility of foreign policy internationally? The answer is to 

be found in the analysis above, concerning how roles are constructed, i.e. that the alter expectation does 

matter. But can the focus by the Swedish politicians on the credibility of Swedish foreign policy be seen 

as somewhat insecure? If we broaden the scope of this beyond what can be found in the material, this role 

conflict could be seen as one that has been around ever since the days of the Cold War, or even earlier. 

Questions that highlight the role of Sweden internationally, such as the one of Palestine, could trigger this 

conflict and make it visible in the national debates. On these issues the political parties might have had 

some internal motives to express a clash that goes against the consensus that is present in many domestic 

debates in a more open way.  

In the case of Palestine, the government reacted to this role conflict by the use of the activist role and 

hence Sweden ultimately decided to recognize Palestine in 2013. Since Sweden was the first country to do 
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so whilst being an EU member, this should be considered a true activist move. It remains to be seen, 

however, if this is a move that paved way for a future trend of activist foreign policy or if the trend can be 

reversed. 
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